
 

Another step towards Africa's digitisation

ALGER, Algeria - The digital transformation of the service economy can drive growth across Middle East and Africa, says
the World Bank.
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Rabah Arezki, chief economist for Middle East and North Africa Region (MNA) at the World Bank, will address this subject
in a keynote speech: A new economy for MENA - how the service economy and digital transformation can drive growth
and job creation across the region.

Investment into digital transformation in the major cities of the Middle East and North Africa region can unlock huge
potential for the service economy to drive growth and job creation across the region.

“The service industry including through digital transformation, constitutes a new source of growth for Middle East and North
Africa region which have for too long relied on public spending as its main engine for growth,” said Arezki.

He will be addressing this subject at the Smart Cities Global Technology & Investment Summit 2018 in Algiers on June 27.

“To harness the power of external waves of technological innovation into internal sources of growth and job creation, the
region needs to adapt several key areas including its internet and payment systems, its regulatory framework, its education
system, its ‘tech state capacity’ and the financing architecture for start-ups,” added Arezki.

The two-day Smart Cities Summit and Exhibition will assess how technology can transform regional economies by driving
investment into Smart Cities across Africa and the Emerging Market. It features 150 international speakers and 4,000
delegates, and is hosted by Smart City Algiers.
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Participants include international city mayors, government ministers, smart city investment heads and industry CEOs and
CIOs from technology, telecoms, infrastructure, energy, security and other sectors critical to Smart City development.

10 sessions themes featuring leadership plenary panels and visionary keynotes have been identified and will take place
across the two-day programme which includes 50 sessions.
Key session themes include:
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Smart city strategies for emerging and developed markets.
Smart city strategies for Africa and the Middle East.
Developing sustainable and affordable cities.
Building smart technology hubs and stimulating innovation.
Mobility and transport models for emerging cities.
Boosting collaborative, sharing and circular cities.
Making safer, smarter and healthier cities.
Leveraging diaspora models and mobilising talent.
ICT infrastructure investment and rollout.
Leveraging data and new tech for smart city development.
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